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Introduction
In December 1965, the last printed work of Rose Wilder Lane appeared
in Woman’s Day, a women’s magazine with which Lane had maintained a
long relationship. Called “August in Viet Nam,” the lengthy piece
described the sights, sounds, and atmosphere of the country into which
the United States had been sending soldiers. Lane, at seventy-eight, had
been sent by the magazine to Vietnam to explore conditions there. In 1968,
just as she was about to resume her journalistic career for Woman’s Day
with a trip around the world at age eighty-one, Lane passed away.
She left behind reams of work that document the career of a literary
journalist, one who wrote both fiction and nonfiction printed prose with
literary style and technique. She also left her mark on children’s literature
as the editor of the “Little House” series of books by Laura Ingalls Wilder,
Lane’s mother. Scholarship about Lane has focused largely on her connection to Wilder, on her relationship with her mother and to the “Little
House” books, and, more recently, on her politics as evidenced through
her fiction and political writings.1 A single scholarly biography, released to
a storm of controversy, sought to unmask Lane as the true author of the
1. See Ann Romines, Constructing the Little House: Gender, Culture, and Laura Ingalls
Wilder; John E. Miller, Becoming Laura Ingalls Wilder: The Woman behind the Legend. See
also Donna Campbell, “‘Written with a Hard and Ruthless Purpose’: Rose Wilder Lane,
Edna Ferber, and Middlebrow Regional Fiction,” in Lisa Botshon and Meredith Goldsmith, eds., Middlebrow Moderns: Popular American Women Writers of the 1920s; and Julia C.
Ehrhardt, “‘Stand Entirely on My Own Feet,’” in Writers of Conviction: The Personal Politics of Zona Gale, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Rose Wilder Lane, and Josephine Herbst.
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Wilder books and painted a portrait of a woman torn between her own
needs and those of her family.2
All of these works, however, fail to place Lane and her career in a single,
cohesive category. She is a fiction writer; she is a master of children’s literature; she is a political rhetorician; she is a journalist. What none of these
scholars have done is examine the whole of her work from all its angles,
valuing her journalism as much as her literature. This work brings together
a collection of Lane’s journalism and argues that, taken together, Lane’s life
and work best fit in the context of literary journalism.

Literary Journalism
Literary journalism draws on a scholarly tradition that lays out writing
genres on a sort of spectrum, often with fiction at one end and fact-based
news reporting on the other end.3 But scholars also have begun to isolate
writers that do not appear to have confined themselves to one end of the
spectrum or the other; their work often falls somewhere in between. Such
authors include Stephen Crane, Ernest Hemingway, Theodore Dreiser,
Hunter S. Thompson, Dorothy Day, Zona Gale, and Willa Cather.4 What
many of these writers have in common is the use of a start in newspaper journalism to spring into fiction writing of literary quality, particularly with the
understanding that such a leap was necessary to being accepted as literati.5
But these writers, among others, persisted in creating work that was neither fact nor fiction, in some ways amalgamating the two genres to pro2. William Holtz, The Ghost in the Little House: A Life of Rose Wilder Lane.
3. See Shelley Fisher Fishkin, From Fact to Fiction: Journalism and Imaginative Writing in
America (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1985). Fishkin particularly argues that
imaginative writing and journalism should be characterized as distinct, and the boundaries
of each redrawn (10, 207–10).
4. A variety of anthologies of literary journalism have been published that include many
other writers in this tradition. See, for example, Kevin Kerrane and Ben Yagoda, eds., The
Art of Fact: A Historical Anthology of Literary Journalism (New York: Touchstone, 1998);
Norman Sims and Mark Kramer, eds., Literary Journalism: A New Collection of the Best
American Nonfiction (New York: Ballantine Books, 1995); and Norman Sims, ed., Literary
Journalism in the Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).
5. Fishkin demonstrates this through highlighting the careers of Walt Whitman, Mark
Twain, Theodore Dreiser, Ernest Hemingway, and John Dos Passos, all of whom began literary life as journalists.
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duce nonfiction, printed prose of literary quality. Examples include Hemingway’s reprints of his many journalistic pieces in his fiction works and
Dreiser’s lightly fictionalized account of a real-life murder trial surrounding the phenomenon of young lovers and murder in the late nineteenth
century in An American Tragedy. Gale and Cather appear to have drawn
from their journalistic careers for much of their fiction, or used them as a
kind of training ground for their careers as fiction writers.6
As defined by Thomas B. Connery, literary journalism is “nonfiction
printed prose whose verifiable content is shaped and transformed into a
story or sketch by use of narrative and rhetorical techniques generally associated with fiction.” Through these stories and sketches, authors “make a
statement, or provide an interpretation, about the people and culture
depicted.” Norman Sims adds to this definition by suggesting the genre
itself allows readers to “behold others’ lives, often set within far clearer contexts than we can bring to our own.” He goes on to suggest, “There is
something intrinsically political—and strongly democratic—about literary journalism—something pluralistic, pro-individual, anti-cant, and antielite.” Further, as John E. Hartsock points out, the bulk of work that has
been considered literary journalism is composed “largely by professional
journalists or those writers whose industrial means of production is to be
found in the newspaper and magazine press, thus making them at least for
the interim de facto journalists.” Common to many definitions of literary
journalism is that the work itself should contain some kind of higher truth;
the stories themselves may be said to be emblematic of a larger truth.7
In order to establish work as literary journalism, therefore, its writer
may have at one point worked as a professional journalist. The work must
be factually verifiable but must use narrative and literary techniques.
Finally, the work must also shed light on the lives of the ordinary people he
6. See Fishkin, Fact to Fiction, 140–44, 120–21. See also Elizabeth Burt, “Rediscovering
Zona Gale, Journalist,” American Journalism 12, no. 4 (fall 1995): 444–61; and Carolyn
Kitch, “The Work That Came before the Art: Willa Cather as Journalist, 1893–1912,” American Journalism 14, nos. 3–4 (summer–fall 1997): 425–40, respectively.
7. Thomas B. Connery, preface to A Sourcebook of American Literary Journalism: Representative Writers in an Emerging Genre (New York: Greenwood Press, 1992), xiv; Sims,
“Breakable Rules for Literary Journalists,” in Literary Journalism in the Twentieth Century,
34; John E. Hartsock, A History of American Literary Journalism: The Emergence of a Modern Narrative Form (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2000), 13.
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or she writes about, in a way that at its heart might seem intrinsically political in its pursuit of a higher literary truth. The work and career of Rose
Wilder Lane satisfies all of these conditions.

Finding Rose Wilder Lane
Lane is one of five women in her family who were immortalized as
children through works of fiction. A series of books, patterned after the
“Little House” series and attributed to her heir, Roger Lea MacBride, documents her childhood and life up until she met her husband, Claire
Gillette Lane. Through those books, MacBride often told stories that he
had heard from Lane, drawing on the papers she left and on her archive of
published material.8 Sifting the factual Rose Lane from the fictional Rose
Wilder is an arduous task, in part because she, herself, was given toward
hyperbole when discussing her own life.
What is known, however, is the sketch of her life as she wished it to be
known. An autobiography Lane wrote for the Federal Writers Project identifies her as a “plump, Middle-Western, Middle-Class, middle-aged woman
with white hair and simple tastes.”9 Born in De Smet, South Dakota, on
December 5, 1886, to Laura Ingalls and Almanzo Wilder, Lane grew up in an
economically poor household; the Wilders lost their farm in South Dakota
after years of successive crop failures. Trial living in Minnesota and Florida
also failed. A diary of the journey the family finally took to Mansfield, Missouri, kept by Laura Ingalls Wilder and later published as On the Way Home,
carries a foreword by Lane, who remembered the trip by wagon vividly. Settled in at what would become Rocky Ridge Farm, Lane appears to have been
a precocious child; she read anything she could get her hands on and left
school in the middle of terms.10 At sixteen, she crammed three years of high
8. These titles, all attributed to Roger Lea MacBride, are published by HarperCollins.
They include Little House on Rocky Ridge (1993), Little Farm in the Ozarks (1994), In the Land
of the Big Red Apple (1995), On the Other Side of the Hill (1995), Little Town in the Ozarks
(1996), New Dawn on Rocky Ridge (1997), On the Banks of the Bayou (1998), and Bachelor Girl
(1999). The last four books were released posthumously; MacBride died in 1995.
9. Rose Wilder Lane, “An Autobiographical Sketch of Rose Wilder Lane,” Federal Writers Project, 1940, http://lcweb2.loc.gov/wpa/15100107.html.
10. Rose Wilder Lane and Roger Lea MacBride, Rose Wilder Lane; William T. Anderson,
Laura’s Rose: The Story of Rose Wilder Lane; Holtz, Ghost, 35–38.
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schooling into one, to graduate in Crowley, Louisiana, where she had been
sent to stay with her aunt, Eliza Jane Wilder Thayer, in order to finish her
education. At seventeen, she began work as a telegrapher in Kansas City;
shortly thereafter, Lane left for Sacramento, California, to continue that
work.
There, she met and married Claire Gillette Lane. It was not a happy
marriage, as evidenced through her own autobiographical sketches of that
period of her life. The pair traveled extensively, lost a son, and eventually
found themselves back in California, where Rose started work with the
San Francisco Bulletin, working with Bessie Beatty under the auspices of
Fremont Older. According to her diaries, Rose started work in 1914 at
$12.50 a week; according to her mother’s letters (republished in West from
Home), that salary had tripled by the summer of 1915, when Laura visited
the couple in their home on Telegraph Hill.
For Lane, the training at the Bulletin was valuable experience. Her
diaries show her constant efforts to learn more about the craft of writing;
notes about how to write, taken from her reading of various authors, permeate the texts. She also began to develop an ear for dialogue and wit and
an eye for active description, which would serve her well in her writing
career. Consider this exchange, in the columns of the Bulletin, about a
kindness contest:
The worst about this Kindness contest is that it leaves one so
defenseless!
“Did you see in the paper—” my friend asks.
“I haven’t time to read anything these days but my own copy,” I
answer, too hastily.
“I pity you, dear,” replies my friend—
And I am being kind!
“I love your humor,” someone says—
And just as I am beginning the proper deprecating smile—
“It’s so entirely unconscious,” she adds.
And I—I am being KIND!
“I made this waist myself, every stitch of it,” I say with pride.
“Never mind, dear, no one will know it—if you keep your coat
buttoned,” replies the dear friend who envies me—and when later
she asks me how I like her new hat, can I tell her?
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No. I am being kind.
I really AM being kind. And still, sometimes I wonder—
Of course, there is five dollars in it for me—if I can be kinder than
Josephine Bartlett and several hundred thousand other readers of The
Bulletin—
And yet—
Ten whole days of being kind, at any cost—for only five dollars!11
“What! Me? In a Kindness Contest!” I said, startled. “It wouldn’t
be fair to the other contestants. I’m always kind.”
For I have always gone on the theory that kindness to those you
like comes naturally, and unkindness to those you don’t like is too
much bother. (Pure laziness, some say.) But, then, the other side of
virtue is always SOME fault.
“Not being unkind isn’t really being kind,” Miss Beatty protests.
“But being kind to your enemies is the best way on earth to make
them miserable,” I reply. “I couldn’t be so unkind as to make even an
enemy feel those emotions you have when some one angelically forgives
you something you don’t want to be forgiven. I may enter your kindness
contest, but I refuse to be so cruel as to be kind to my enemies.”
“It isn’t kind to come down to the office with such a gloomy look
on your face,” Miss Beatty said one morning.
One of the striking things about being in a kindness contest is the
frankness of your friends about your every action.
“Take a smile as you’d take medicine. James says no one can be
gloomy when the corners of the mouth are turned up,” she suggested.
Fascinated by the experiment, I tried it. It works.
Lost in the joys of scientific research, I continued to smile, and
slowly felt myself getting happier and happier. I felt kindly toward all
the world. I could even have gone through the ordeal of buying shoes
without hating the clerk.
All my experiences were like that.
I began by finding that something I was doing was unkind—to my
surprise. I learned to undo it—to my profit.
And I have concluded that being kind to others is being kinder to
yourself. You get more out of it than the other person does.
11. “The Kindness Contest . . . ,” excerpts from the San Francisco Bulletin, December–
January 1915–1916.
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In other words, kindness is the best policy.
Which is a small, contemptible unworthy motive for being kind.
But it’s the truth, anyway.
Blame Nature about it, not me.12

Another column, written by Lane, hints at her dissatisfaction with her
husband:
“Why,” said the woman with the interrogative eyebrows [Lane],
“Why will men do any of the things they do and then talk about
women being the mysterious sex?
“Why will men, who love a smoke more than mother, home, or
heaven; who are gloomy, morose, unhappy and ill if they haven’t a
small bonfire going in the corner of their mouths, why will they
NEVER have a match on their persons?
“Why will men whose feet are the largest and unloveliest parts of
their anatomy, plainly suited for use and not for ornament, fidget and
front and fume until they get those feet on the desk before them,
screening the whole of a new fifty-dollar tailored suit?
“Why will man, seized with a sudden panic of neatness on beholding a house, shining with cleanliness, carefully put all the cigar ashes
under the pillow when they lie smoking in bed, and conceal the
burnt matches inside the pillow cover?
“Why will they furtively slip Nick Carter novels under the bathtub, whence they can be coaxed only with grappling hooks and lyings
on one’s tummy?
“Why will men go in to a cigar shop to buy cigars and remain
there to shake dice for boxes of candy that they do not want and cannot give away, and then smile superiorly at a woman’s shopping?
“Why will men marry the women they do and then wish they were
the women they aren’t?
“Why will men boast that their wives have an equal checking
power against the bank account and add triumphantly that the said
wives haven’t the faintest idea how to draw a check, and then pat
themselves on the back for being model husbands?
12. “Always Kind; Out of Race,” excerpts from the San Francisco Bulletin, December–
January 1915–1916.
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“Why will men say proudly that in thirteen years of married life
they have had occasion only twice to assert their authority and really
improve their wives, and believe it a signal proof of model husbandness, instead of a well-right superhuman self-control on the part of
the wives?
“Why will men laugh at women’s styles and at the same time wear
green hats with crushed silk bands and peacock feathers in back. In
short, why ARE men, anyhow?”
Appreciating the value of a climax, or being short of breath, the
woman of the interrogative eyebrows stopped.
The woman with the ever-ready answer [Beatty] took up the conversation. “Because,” she said.13

Her marriage crumbling, Lane continued to write serials, fiction, and
nonfiction that ran over successive issues of the Bulletin, and she started to
make industry contacts with an eye toward a freelance career. She began to
ghostwrite autobiographies for such notables as Henry Ford, Art Smith,
and then-future president Herbert Hoover, some of which first ran in either
the Bulletin or in Sunset, a California-based literary magazine. As her experience with writing in a variety of genres for a variety of markets grew, her
signature style also became more refined, characterized by thick description,
active voice, lively dialogue, and absolute adherence to a particular storyteller’s point of view. As she pushed forward into the fiction market to earn
recognition as a woman of letters, Lane continued to rely on the skills she
gleaned as a journalist to tell her stories, and her nonfiction articles remained
a small but steady part of her income. As her career evolved, Lane wrote
biographies, travelogues, political commentary, news features, short fiction
stories, fiction novels, documentary novels, history, and how-to features.
The sheer volume and variety of her work makes it difficult to place her into
any one category as a writer, but emphasis has been placed in previous
scholarship on her fiction writing and on her political commentary.
This book introduces readers to Lane’s life through her journalism and
argues that her work and career help place her in scholarship not only as an
author or political rhetorician, but also as a literary journalist. Literary
journalists write both fiction and nonfiction, but key to all their work is an
13. “Why Are Men?” San Francisco Bulletin, January 18, 1915.
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underlying “truth” that can only be shown through the literary and rhetorical technique used in the writing. Lane infused her writing, both nonfiction and fiction, with her particular ideology of Americanism and
individualism, self-reliance, and freedom from government interference,
and, in doing so, provided stark commentary on the times in which she
lived. While the present volume focuses on her nonfiction printed prose,
which best exemplifies her literary journalism and her approach to writing
as a craft and career, other scholarship could clearly delineate the infusion
of her ideology in her fiction and political commentary.
Each of the stories reprinted here was chosen because it in some way
reveals the inner woman behind the text, reveals her particular truths, and
encapsulates a watershed moment for her or for the times in which she
lived. Together, printed in more or less chronological order, the articles
here tell the story of a writer whose first priority, at times, was to put food
on her table; a writer whose philosophies stiffened and strengthened into
principles that infused all of her work, fiction and nonfiction alike, with
American values as she viewed them; and a writer who assumed the mantle of custodian to Americanism through women’s arts.
The stories printed here also reveal the development of Lane’s signature
literary style in her nonfiction work, and each story reveals more about
Lane’s style and progression as a writer. The selections here also were chosen for their rarity; the reading public has seen none of these pieces since
their first printings.
By her own admission, Lane’s cultural identity was quintessentially
American, middle-class, middle-western, and simple in its tastes. Reading
these pieces in succession offers a sense of the woman, her life, and her
style. Each stands alone, bearing witness to past eras while espousing timeless values. But read together, they shade in a rainbow of genres that is the
signature of a literary journalist.
This work does not provide commentary on Lane’s fiction, which has
been discussed elsewhere; nor, except where relevant to Lane’s career, does it
comment on Lane’s relationship to Laura Ingalls Wilder. Instead, the goal
of this collection is to provide and celebrate the rich evidence for recognizing Rose Wilder Lane’s own unique place in history as a literary journalist.



